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Abstract: Considering Unmanned Autonomous Vehicles (UAVs) the planning tasks mainly consist of finding paths be-
tween given waypoints with respect to given constraints. In this paper we developed a path planning system for
flying UAVs (VTOLs and CTOLs) built upon Hexagonal grids which also supports simple dynamics (handling
with speed). The planning system is additionally supported by a trajectory smoothing mechanism based on a
dynamics model of a helicopter. The model can be also used for the simulation of the helicopter movement.

1 INTRODUCTION

While controlling UAVs1 we deal mainly with path
(trajectory) planning(Wang and Botea, 2009; Bot-
tasso et al., 2008; Meister et al., 2009). VTOLs2,
we will mainly focus on here, are usually helicopter-
like assets. Contrary to CTOLs3 (aircraft-like assets)
VTOLs can change their direction or altitude with-
out changingx or y coordinate. We should mention
a state-of-the-art system for air traffic control Agent-
Fly (Šišlák et al., 2008). Plans (paths) provided by
the AgentFly are represented by sequences of maneu-
vers (unit movements). Another state-of-the-art sys-
tem deals with path planning for VTOLs (Wzorek
and Doherty, 2006). In the system, there is used
a path planning algorithm based on Probabilistic
Roadmaps (Kavraki et al., 1996) which results in a
sequence of waypoints interpolated by splines.

In this paper, we introduce our path planning sys-
tem for VTOLs (its modification can be used also for
CTOLs). The planner is built upon Hexagonal grids,
A* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968) is used as a planning
procedure. The planner supports simple dynamics in-
corporating speed constraints which are, for instance,
good for detecting whether a certain turn maneuver is
applicable. Using grids instead of irregular (but more
realistic) maneuvers used in AgentFly brings a signif-
icant increase of performance because the node com-

1Unmanned Autonomous Vehicles
2Vertical Take-Off and Landing UAVs
3Classical Take-Off and Landing UAVs

parisons (frequently done during the planning pro-
cess) is much more easier for grids. Using ‘spline
planner‘ does not seem to be possible while taking
into account speed limits, because in every point the
curvature must be somehow limited depending on the
previous part of the spline curve.

Methods for trajectory smoothing and optimal tra-
jectory planning are covered by field of control theory.
However, there is a lack of the state-of-the-art works
merging classical grid or symbolic planning and tra-
jectory smoothing based on the dynamics of the vari-
ous vehicles. Method for real-time trajectory smooth-
ing is proposed by (Anderson et al., 2005). Spatial
waypoints without speed constraints are input of the
method and the output is a generated trajectory for the
vehicle. An approach sharing an idea of the planning
maneuvers is presented in (Bottasso et al., 2008). The
trajectory smoothing process uses motion primitives
which are an abstraction of the movement maneuvers.

2 PLANNING FOR VTOLS

Our basic model, simply, deals with hex-grid path
planning. Since the hexagonal lattice is only 2D, we
must consider flight levels. Then, the discretization of
the space forms ‘honeycomb‘.

The planning problem deals with finding a path
from the starting to ending waypoint, following the
directions (if defined) and avoiding the No-flight-
zones (NFZs). Let us define a set of primitive ma-
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neuvers (we allow ‘diagonal‘ moves):

Straight — Moves to adjacent (also ‘diagonally ad-
jacent) hexagon according to direction.

Turn — Changes the direction (to the left or right)
by an angleπ/6, π/3 andπ/2.

Pitch — Moves to adjacent upper (resp. lower) flight
level.

Additionally, there are several restriction that we
applied for plan generation. Every turn maneuver
must be followed by the straight maneuver. Every
pitch maneuver must be applied between two straight
maneuvers. Planning procedure is done by A* al-
gorithm, where the actual distance from the start-
ing waypointg and the estimated cost to the ending
waypoint (heuristic)h are computed in every open
node. The heuristich is computed as Vancouver dis-
tance (Yap, 2002) (analog to Manhattan distance). If
‘diagonal‘ moves are allowed, then the heuristich is
inadmissible but the optimality of the plans is affected
very slightly.

We introduce ourmodel with simple dynamics
where we have to take into account a new parameter
- speed, since the basic model works well only for
UAVs that move slowly.

We extend theplanning problem by a basic speed
model, where we define maximal acceleration and
deceleration, minimal and maximal speeds with re-
spect to particular maneuvers. From the physics it is
well known that a minimal turn radius grows quadrat-
ically as a speed grows. We also can define an initial
speed (in the starting waypoint) and voluntarily a tar-
get speed interval (in the ending waypoint).

Algorithm 1: Computing a speed interval for a newly
opened node.
1: {Upper indices− (resp. +) stand for minimal (resp. maximal) speed

values.}

2: if maneuver is the Straight maneuverthen
3: v−curr := MAX

(

v−,
√

(v−prev)
2−2as

)

4: v+
curr := MIN

(

v+,
√

(v+
prev)

2 +2as
)

5: end if
6: if maneuver is the Turn or Pitch maneuverthen
7: if 〈v−prev,v

+
prev〉∩ 〈v−man,v

+
man〉 = /0 then

8: return null {Speed constraint cannot be satisfied for the Turn or

Pitch maneuver}

9: end if
10: v−curr := MAX(v−prev,v

−
man)

11: v+
curr := MIN(v+

prev ,v
+
man)

12: end if
13: return v−curr ,v

+
curr

Considering speed as a new dimension might re-
sult in an explosion of the state space. To avoid this
we introduce speed intervals that represent a range of

Algorithm 2: Propagation of speed intervals.
1: {Upper indices− (resp. +) stand for minimal (resp. maximal) speed

values.}

2: countmin := countmax := 0

3: minspd := v−curr ; maxspd := v+
curr

4: Select the predecessor node as a current node

5: while v−curr < minspd ∨ v+
curr > maxspd do

6: Push the current node into Stack

7: if maneuver is not the Turn or Pitch maneuverthen
8: maxspd = MIN

(

v+
curr ,

√

maxspd2 +2as
)

9: if maxspd 6= v+
curr then

10: countmax ++

11: end if

12: minspd = MAX
(

v−curr ,
√

minspd2−2as
)

13: if minspd 6= v−curr then
14: countmin ++

15: end if
16: end if
17: Select the predecessor node as a current node

18: end while
19: while Stack is not emptydo
20: Pop the element from the stack as a current node

21: if maneuver is not the Turn or Pitch maneuverthen
22: if countmax > countmin then
23: maxspd :=

√

maxspd2−2as; countmax −−

24: else if countmax < countmin then
25: minspd :=

√

minspd2 +2as; countmin −−

26: else
27: maxspd :=

√

maxspd2−2as; countmax −−

28: minspd :=
√

minspd2 +2as; countmin −−

29: end if
30: end if
31: v+

curr := MIN(v+
curr ,maxspd)

32: v−curr := MAX(v−curr,minspd)

33: end while

feasible speed values in every explored node. Speed
can be changed only during the Straight maneuver ac-
cording to the speed model. During the Turn or Pitch
maneuver the speed remain constant. Any speed lim-
itation (for the Turn or Pitch maneuver) can be eas-
ily checked, i.e., if a non-empty subset of the partic-
ular speed interval satisfy the particular limits. For
the formal description, see alg. 1. We have to back-
propagate speed changes (see alg. 2) to follow the dy-
namics, for instance, the VTOL must begin to slow
down at some distance before performing the Turn
maneuver.

A feasible plan consists, like in the basic model,
a sequence of points and directions (in these points).
Maximal values of speed intervals in every point can
be set as (exact) speed values. Then, we can simply
compute time-stamps in all the points.
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3 TRAJECTORY SMOOTHING
USING A MODEL OF
HELICOPTER DYNAMICS

The model of helicopter dynamics serves two pur-
poses. Firstly, it is used as a smoothing method for
the resulted plans from the hex-grid planner (see Sec-
tion 2). Secondly, it is used during the simulation of
the helicopter movement. These two cases differ in
two main aspects. The smoothing process runs the
model using larger time steps (improving the compu-
tational duration). On the other hand, the simulation
phase may include additional errors in the movement
caused by various real-world effects (e.g. wind, im-
perfections of the asset hardware, sensory errors and
glitches, biased control and others).

We consider 6 DOF4 model consisting of three
spatial and three rotational axes. The spatial position
is described by translation vectorp = (x,y,z), and the
rotation is described by three euler anglesϕ,θ,ψ in a
quaternion formq = (q0,q1,q2,q3)

T .
Furthermore, both the spatial and the rotational

axes are completed by their first and second derivates,
i.e., velocities and accelerations. Spatial velocity and
acceleration can be simply derived as follows:

dp
dt

= v, p =

∫

vdt, p = p0 + vt.

The spatial acceleration respects the same pattern.
The first derivate of the rotation (angular veloc-

ity ωωω) described in a quaternion can be derived using
differential equation for varying quaternion with an-
gular velocity described in an augmented quaternion:
ωωω(t) = (0,ω1(t),ω2(t),ω3(t))T as follows:

dq
dt

=
1
2

q∗ωωω, q =

∫

1
2

q∗ωωω, q = q0exp

(

1
2

ωωωt

)

.

The second derivate (angular accelerationααα) is based
on a vector derivation of the augmented quaternion
describing the angular velocityωωω.

The introduced equations describe only dynam-
ics of a mass object in space. Following formulas
describe a simplified physical model of a helicopter
based on the air lift formulaL(η) = 1

2ρv2SCL(η),
whereL[N] is the lift force, ρ[kg/m3] is air density,
v[m/s] is velocity of the rotor disk causing the lift
force, S[m2] is area of the rotor disk, andCL(η) is
coefficient of lift. The lift coefficientCL is a function
of the attack angleη of the rotor blades and it is for
the purposes of the model linearized by partially lin-
ear function with an ascending part with coefficientk1
and a descending part with coefficientk2:

4Degrees of freedom

CL(η) =

{

|η| < 1
6π : ηk1,

|η| ≥ 1
6π : (η− 1

6π)k2 + 1
6πk1.

The spatial acceleration of the object with a
weight m is affected by two forces (i) gravity, and
(ii) the lift force of the main rotor which is param-
eterized by thecollective rotor tilt ν and computed
as a = (0,0,0,−g)T + q(0,0,0,

L(ν)
m )T q∗. The aug-

mented vectora is defined asa = (0,a)T , q∗ repre-
sents an inversion of a quaternionq, and qpq∗ de-
scribes rotation of augmented vectorp by a quater-
nionq.

The angular acceleration is affected bycyclic
rotor tilt in two dimensions σx,σy and anti-
torque tail rotor tilt τ in a following ways ααα =

(2Lr(σx)
mr ,

2Lr(σy)
mr ,0) + (0,0, Lt(τ)

mrt
). The radius of the

main rotor is denoted asr, distance of the tail rotor
from the main rotor axis is denoted asrt . The lift
force of one half of the main rotor used by the cyclic
tilt is denoted asLr and the lift force caused by the
tail rotor is denoted asLt . The parameters for the par-
ticular lift formulas differs in area of the rotorS and
mean velocity of the rotorv. The caused lift force of
the rotor cyclic is positioned in the center of the rotor
radius r

2.

3.1 Model Stabilization

The only explicit stabilization is used for horizontal
stabilization of the model. The stabilizers ensure the
model will always have tendency to stay horizontally
even. The stabilizers are two PID5 controllers. Each
controller stabilizes the model in one axis, i.e. rollϕ
and pitchθ. The target state of the model rotation is
zero angles of rotation. The regulation equations are
based on the equation of ideal PID controller and they
are discretized and used in iterative manner.

3.2 Movement Regulation

Movement of the model in the main four axes (spa-
tial axesx,y,z and rotational axisψ) is handled by
four movement PID controllers. On the contrary of
the stabilization controllers, the movement controllers
are designed to fulfill requested height, velocity, di-
rection, and yaw rotation.

The first regulated value is the heightz of the
model to target heightzt . It is based on PID con-
troller. The affected action control is the collective
rotor tilt ν, i.e., strength of the main rotor for climb-
ing/descending.

5proportional–integral–derivative
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The second two controllers affect the rotor cyclic
providing horizontal movement of the helicopter. The
formulas are similar to the equation of the height con-
troller and differs in the used parameters and the error
definition. Theσx collective tilt is regulated by er-
ror value(vtx − vx) andσy by error value(vty − vy).
The used parameters arePv, Iv,Dv. The current veloc-
ity v is regulated towards the target velocityvt in the
required direction to the target point (typically a tra-
jectory waypoint). The waypoints are switched after
reaching a predefined distance to the next waypoint.

The fourth controller is used for pointing of the
head of the model towards the target point. Although
the model can reach any position using only the previ-
ous three spatial axes, the yaw rotation is important if
the helicopter carries an orientation dependent sensor
(e.g. a range finder, or a camera). The torque con-
troller is also PID with different identified constants.

3.3 Trajectory Smoothing using the
Model

The model used for the smoothing of the trajectory
produced by the hex-grid planner (see Section 2) uses
all the introduced controllers together with the model
of helicopter dynamics. The plan begins at ground
and increases the height together with forward move-
ment towards the target waypoint. During the flight
a NFZ is avoided provided that the hex-grid planner
planned the waypoint around the zone.

All the parameters of the controllers (Ps,Pz,Pv,Pr,
Is, ...,Dr) were identified using the Ziegler-Nichols
method. The model parameters including weight, ro-
tor area, distance to the tail rotor and others are based
on the Skeldar 200 VTOL from SAAB Aerosystems.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a path planner based on hexagonal
grids for VTOLs supported by a trajectory smooth-
ing mechanism based on a dynamics model of a heli-
copter. The planner can also handle itself simple dy-
namics considering a simple speed model, where we
define certain constraints. The planner-based dynam-
ics is reflected by the smoothing mechanism generat-
ing a trajectory usable by a physical model of a heli-
copter. The computational complexity of the smooth-
ing method is linear as the process is based on inte-
gration with a constant step over the space.

For the future we should study how to add a time
model, now we can only compute time intervals (ac-
cording to speed intervals) in every point of the trajec-
tory. It could be formulated as a constraint satisfac-

tion problem and run as a postprocessing task on the
found trajectory. We should also investigate another
problem - collision avoidance in multi-agent systems.
It is necessary to investigate the possibilities of effi-
cient replanning while some collision threatens.
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